Below is a transcript from a private trading event I held to discuss my Stock Doublers trading strategy, I
hope you enjoy it!
Price Headley: Well, welcome everybody. Price Headley, glad to be with you. Markets as you know have
been volatile. But there's lots of trading opportunities if you know where to look and I wanna focus you
today on how to zero in on stocks that can make you up to four times your money. And we're not talking
options here; we're talking about individual stocks. It's been something that's been very popular with
my clients who like doubles, triples, or even quadruples on your money in the options world but now
applying that individual stocks. Obviously, there's a lot of benefits to that when it comes to trading a
stock, you don't have to worry about the time erosion, except to worry about your risk reward and
placing that trade that can go up much more than what you're risking.
So we're gonna get into that today. Just a reminder that everything that I share with you today is for
your information and education only. Nothing we talk about here should be considered a specific
recommendation to buy or sell any particular investment. Of course, you know that you are 100%
responsible for your own investment decisions. BigTrends and staff are not responsible for any trades
you choose to make. Not at all BigTrends products and services are appropriate for all investors.
BigTrends does not provide personalized financial tax or legal advice to any individual. What we do
instead, by the way is we send out—actually, its 6pm, Wall Street time. So here in about another hour
and a half, we send out our updates. And we've got a brand new trade for our stock clients in the
strategy. So we'll get into that here in just a little bit of what you wanna be looking for and then how we
help you to find it. Do consult your tax advisor before you make any investments that’s going to impact
your unique tax situation.
Of course, you don't know me; I've been trading for over 30 years. I got started actually, after graduating
from Duke University in 1989. Started trading stocks and options back in 1990. And, you know, frankly,
made those early mistakes of realizing that trading is not just a technical game, even though, you know,
we're gonna put a lot of energy into getting the technical analysis reading on the charts right here today.
But you still have to also be really managing your emotions, you know, and that's part of the earliest
lessons I got in terms of managing your ego, managing your desire to be proven right and saying, “You

know what, sometimes you gotta take your stocks and move on.” We're gonna talk about that today,
too.
Just a reminder, I launched BigTrends back in 1999, blessed to be inducted in the Traders’ Hall of Fame
in 2007, standing on the shoulders of giants, as I call it. I'm gonna give you the chance to benefit from
lessons I've learned over 30 years with a shortcut to how to trade these names, and put them to work
right away, including a new trade we've got for clients at 6pm today to come tomorrow morning and
start taking advantage of the next potential big mover. Been blessed to serve so many tens of thousands
of paid clients over the past couple of decades.
If you look here at--okay, what are we talking about today? What' the focus? Why stocks? Why have I
circled the 360 and circled back around the stocks after putting so much of my energy in the past 30
years into the options world. Because the leverage potential is there, you know, with these individual
stocks, these are not your slow blue chips. It's not your grandfather's stocks, okay? This is stocks that
can move quickly, dramatically. And then it's just about how you set up the right risk rewards. We're
gonna talk about that. This is an active and let me even call it a proactive approach to stock investing, it's
not day trading. But some of these moves can happen in a matter of days where you can get doubles,
triples, even quadruples in fairly short order.
Typically, we're expecting between a one to a three month kind of potential that it would take to get a
four bagger on your stock investment. But sometimes it happens faster. So the key though, is that we're
not gonna load the boat. We're gonna be very steady and consistent in how we recommend you apply
your capital to each new trade that we call out with a stock strategy. This is high growth. So of course it
has more risks than you know, of course, just money in the bank, but it has a lot more potential too. And
that's my issue is that if you're sitting on a bunch of cash that's doing nothing; it's actually doing worse
than nothing. You're losing because of inflation and taxes. You're actually coming up with a negative
return year over year on your cash if you think about it that way. You need a way to get that cash to
work but to not have to be committed to buying and holding the stock market. I don't advise that right
now. We've got historically high valuations, but yet it's still a very tradable market to get in, get your
target get back to the sidelines in the safety of cash after you ring the register. Or occasionally after we
hit a trailing stop. That's just good trading and good short term investing. Okay, that's what we're
looking for here kind of proactive investing. I'll call this anywhere over weeks to a couple months
typically in these individual names, and that's why I wanna give you a bunch of case studies.
The other great thing is that this makes trading fit your schedule. It's not just about return on
investment, it's about how do you return your time that you invest so that you're not having to be
watching the market on every tick every day. You don't have the screen watch with this method. That
was important when I set this up. So why trade individual stocks a lot more right now? As you probably
know that a couple years ago, the broker price wars-- especially between TD Ameritrade and Schwab
kicked in and took commissions down to $0.00 for individual stocks. So if you're paying any commission
for stocks, you need to tell your broker, take me to zero or I'm gonna move my account. Okay, that's the
first thing that you must do is make sure that therefore you keep what you earn.

People ask all the time, how do broker stay in business while they're getting paid for order flow? They're
coming up with other strategies, which that's now even getting put under the microscope of should they
be able to do that. But the reality is, that doesn't affect us when it comes to when we wanna get in,
when we wanna get out. We're just trying to capture the sweet spot of hopefully accelerating trend in
our favor.
The other big thing is that the S&P 500 Index or the other big indexes, whether you look at the NASDAQ
100, the Dow 30, whatever you look at. The index, I don't believe is the, “smart way” to get stock market
exposure anymore. A lot of people used to say, “Oh, the index gives you instant diversification across
500 S&P names on the SPX or SPY S&P 500.” And say, why wouldn't we do that? Because, as you know,
since the pandemic hit, there's been winners and losers that have been created out of the pandemic.
And you know, the stay at home stocks benefited, back to work, back to play sectors like when you look
at airlines, cruise ships, hotels, casinos, some restaurants, a lot of those still suffered for a long time in
post pandemic. Sure we've seen a lot of things bounce back. But there's still a lot of concerns with the
Delta variant. And of course, now people are talking about Lambda Nu and all these other COVID Greeks
versus options Greeks. But bottom line is that, you know, it's important that we realize that individual
stock picking has never been more important. You wanna pick the right stocks more than ever, because
now you can get the extra bang for your buck.
The other great thing too is you know is stocks can easily be traded in a retirement account. And in a
traditional retirement account, your gains are not taxed until withdrawal. Some people like the Roth
IRAs and whatever where you pay your taxes and then don't pay them later. You know, I guess you can
say, yeah, tax rates are probably going to go up because of our government's willingness to hand out
some of the trillions during the pandemic. You can understand why they're doing it. But of course, that's
also creating an inflationary impact, as well as perhaps the pressure to raise taxes. But of course, they're
targeting the top fraction of a percent right now with the proposals. Regardless, what matters is
whichever approach you have, it might not be a bad idea to have both, you can get that money
compounding, and not having to pay the taxman every year if it's in a retirement account. So that's
another attraction to growing your wealth, and not having the government take it away so quickly and
having a lot more hopefully built up over time to then manage your taxes down the road accordingly.
I’d like to give you a little idea. This is something that I've worked on actually, for a long time. I just
launched it out to my BigTrends community here, right about a year ago. It was last September, with this
new to my subscribers’ new stock approach, but I've been following this concept and trading it for a long
time. The idea of what I'm telling you about and teaching about today is that it first goes to a
perception. Okay? We all have a perception of what we wanna trade and invest in. What is your
perception influenced by? You think it's a great stock because it's a “value” it's gonna probably keep
going up and it's very beyond viable. It's a leader hopefully in its industry; they've got a great product if
you're an apple lover, if you're a Facebook lover, if you're a whatever or some other new age technique
that might be breaking through with a brand new take on an industry. And a great example of this would
be Taser.

You know, this is the first time that actually this really got brought to my attention. I was trading Taser
base you know the maker of what became the very popular with law enforcement devices to subdue
someone with an electric shock if they got out of control, say if they pulled somebody over or whatever.
And of course, you know, that has had other issues. But the point being that it was a very hot stock for a
while in the early 2000s, and I did really well with it. But I had a lady come up to me at a live event I was
teaching and training at. And I was in Orlando and she said, she never would have traded Taser because
it was too far above its moving average. And I always think it's interesting when people come up with
whatever reasons that they have to either buy something or more often than not, not buy something,
it's again, people told me something was “too overbought” you know that I often train on the
overbought can be really good. If the institutions just keep pouring it on and pouring it on, a stock will
stay overbought longer than you or I would possibly expect. And you will leave a lot of money on the
table if you say you will never trade an overbought stock.
So teaching people about how to ride that wave of institutional interest was what I was after. So then I
looked at the history on this. And I said, “Okay, I wonder if this is really good.” And a great example of
that is the former Taser, which is now called Axon. A-X-O-N. You can go back and study this chart
yourself. And here, we're going back into 2003 and 2004 as I've been following this concept for a long
time. But this was the former Taser, now A-X-O-N. You can see it and what I care about on this bottom
chart here; I've got a variety of moving averages. But I look for a certain setup where a stock goes more
than 100% above key moving average. Okay. So when you think about this, it's okay. If it goes 100%
above a moving average, when you say that's way overbought and you look back at where former Taser
now A-X-O-N was trading was around a buck. Okay? 1.00. 1.0o, you say it's a buck a share. So you know,
you buy a thousand shares for a thousand bucks. Well, you can see that thousand shares could have
gone from 1 to 30. Now, we wouldn't expect to get all of that move. We're not greedy. BigTrends, we try
to take our piece out of the middle of the trend based on a lot of not just real world trading, but also a
lot of data testing and research that's gone into looking back over many years of bull and bear market
environments.
And you say, “Okay, well, what do I do when it crosses above that threshold?” I don't just buy right
there, I wait for it to actually cross above it, which happened, actually, a couple of weeks later in this
example. While I was staying that area here where it's 100% or more above that key moving average,
we're saying, “Okay, now it keeps going off.” And that tells me the institutions really want to get on this
thing. It briefly pops up there and then quickly pops back down below that 100% threshold, that's just a
fake out. That's not a true breakout. So this was just the start at the start of July in ’03 of a-- you can see
in this case about a nine month move. Interestingly, when it hit that peak, within days of that peak, they
announced they're gonna start trading options on Taser now A-X-O-N.
Well, you know, so that didn't do any good if you're an options trader to say, I can't trade options on it
so therefore I'll just pass. To me, that's what I don't want you to miss out on right now. I don't want you
to miss the next Tesla, the next Taser, the next big growth story. We've got loads of them that we find
based on my scanning. And that's something that you can take advantage of with the training bonuses
I'm gonna offer at the end of the presentation. But the point being that this thing truly stayed over by-you can see it stayed above that green line, 100% line all the way until it ended back in here. And just

under 15 bucks, it ended. Okay, so yeah, it gave back half of its game; if you rode it all the way and then
rode it back down and gave back half of that before you got stopped out.
Now we based on my rules would do something different, which is targeted double on the first half of
your position. So we've sold it too early, in this case, from one to two and then we go for the other half
position to go from two to four, double again. So a double and a second double, which is a four bagger
on your original investment going from one to four. And of course we would have left money on the
table on this and that's okay. By the way, see when it rallied over here again, notice what happened. It
didn't get through that 100% threshold. How is that possible? Because you've got your support point is
the moving averages and your moving averages are trending up. You can see in this case, so that makes
it basically I must get a stronger breakout to eclipse that 100% threshold. If it doesn't, we stay away
from that. I call this Orbit. Okay? I call this going into orbit is what you want when you're riding a stock
for big gains.
Why do you want something that goes in orbit? Well, think about the rocket or space shuttle analogy
where you say okay, something blasts off. You're seeing all these billionaires from Elon Musk to Jeff
Bezos to Richard Branson all getting to space or wanting to get to space, right? And you say, “Okay, well,
what are they having some problems with?” It's sometimes it's the takeoff, they've got to get enough
power to get this thing really launched into orbit. Some of them had problems with the more the landing
phase coming back out of orbit. But my philosophy is, you know, once you get that power of that thrust
that that energy that happens at the launch of those rockets, once you get enough power on that, then
yeah, it'll get into orbit. And once it's in orbit, it's almost like it's an easy ride for a while the momentum,
because of that powerful thrust of those rockets and all that fuel, gets it away from Earth gravity gets
that rocket up into space where they're weightless. And that thing's just coasting. Now, with those
boosters have peeled away, and it's just coasting on its own momentum. Obviously, that momentum
eventually peters out, eventually, then the stock start to say, “Okay, we're gonna come back down and
come back out of orbit back into the Earth's atmosphere. And you say, “Okay, guess what happens?”
These stocks can fall quickly once they start coming back down. So we don't wanna fall in love with
these, if they come out of that orbit 100% threshold, and don't hold those key test points than we say,
“Get rid of it, it's time to move on to something else.”
So our goal is to help show you how you find these stocks that can go into orbit, and help you
dramatically grow your account very quickly. So it's almost sometimes unbelievable how fast these
things can go once they start heating up and truly launching. And again, I would just liken it to the rocket
launch, when you see that the power for institutions to want to be around-- in some ways, almost be
forced to go buy some of these situations because they don't wanna miss out. Just like you and I don't
wanna miss out. You know that FOMO, Fear Of Missing Out has become in a lot of ways what this
market has been driven by and you say, “Well, eventually that's gotta end right?” Eventually, but the
reality is in individual stocks, it's happening on a daily recurring basis that institutions are chasing the
next breakout. Okay, so the key is, is it a meaningful breakout?
And I wanna show you, hey, what can happen that's meaningful to you, even with a relatively small
trading account, how you can compound these gains over time. Let me show you this graphic here. And I

wanna remind you that past performance doesn't guarantee future results. I like to think that we get
better all the time, and can actually grow at an even faster rate. But the reality is, of course, there's
always risk in trading. And so the future could be better or worse than what we've experienced here
over the past few years. You can see from the beginning of 2019, we're not even three years in here
2019, 2020. And now to today's date in 2021. So okay, if you take a model $10,000 portfolio, and you
say, okay, 4% of the account per trade. So when you start off, you'd be investing this 400 bucks of your
10 grand in any new trade idea. And as it grows, then you would grow with it. If you've grown it from 10
to 20,000, then 4% of 20,000 is 800 bucks of trade. So you gradually grow the dollar amount as the
portfolio grows.
By the way, one of the great things about this is that these stocks have to be priced at $50 or less per
share for us to recommend them. A lot of times are in the single digits per share, below 10 bucks a
share. The key is that rather they're at $1or $50, we know okay, if you're gonna invest 400 bucks at $50,
you get eight shares, at $1, you get 400 shares. I don't care about how many shares we get. I care about,
are we gonna double, triple and hopefully quadruple these ideas. When you look at this before
commissions when we started a $10,000 account will be up to 95,453. So the profit is 85,453. Eight and
a half times your original investment in less than three years.
So you know, the stock market's done well, this has crushed the stock market. Okay. And you say, how is
that possible? It's possible because we don't have the dead weight that the indexes have, especially
through the pandemic, and we're able to focus on the potentially really fast movers and yet still not get
to leverage on any one name. So that's really important is this okay, when you start focusing on this and
of course, by the way before commissions, how much commissions do we have down? Zero. Okay? So
that's not a concern anymore. Okay, that's really valuable.
The other great thing like I said, is that you get your time back. We'll call off these trades at 6pm. After
the markets closed here in just over an hour, I've got a brand new going out for my stock doubler
subscribers here. So that's the name of the service stock doublers. Because we're looking for a doubler
and then a double on top of the double here. Okay, two doubles fleets is better than one. But the
beauty of this is that you say, okay, if we can do that, you know, and you say, okay, now we don't have
to worry so much about any one trade, we just say, okay, here's what we're gonna do, we're going to
focus on how powerful this can be.
And let me share with the one that we recently booked that you know, one of these trades can drive
massive value for you. Just one trade. Look at what one trade could do here. This is support.com, the
symbol is S-P-R-T. And when we found it, I thought it was just something sports, but then I was like, oh,
no, support.com you're talking about, like customer service, you know, in the cloud and all that good
stuff. And so the beauty of this example to me, is that you can see it took about a month, maybe to say
right at it to get our double. And then our ultimate target of just over 300% was eclipse. We got 351.9%
on the second half of the position when it gapped up.
So we bought it at $8.50 a share back on July 28. So on July 28th, by the way, notice we bought right
here, okay, right off the open the night before we called it out and said this is a new mine. Why do we

say that? Because look at what's happening here. It's getting the breakout point right in here. Had kind
of a red candle on that next breakout technical that close above it, we said you know what we'd like to
see it go and close above it one more day. So we're saying you know, what, two days in a row close
above that prior key high there at around the seven and a half level. So we bought it actually gapped up,
we tend to buy these at the market. The next day, when we call out a trade was okay, just make sure
you get into this. And look what happened, we didn't buy it well, on a day to day basis. I'll admit that,
hey, not every trade is gonna go vertical in a day or two. I've got examples of that too for you. But
sometimes you gotta have a little patience. Notice what happened to this one in the first week after we
bought. The next four days, the stock drifted back down and we were down in the neighborhood of
below seven bucks. Now think about this. If you bought it at eight and a half, and now it's down a buck
and a half, you're down what? Maybe 15-16%. And you're going, this is a terrible trade, right? Because
you're down 15-16%. But this has given what I call a retest right back into this 100% threshold, this orbit
kind of threshold line here, saying okay, we wanna see it hold that low here. We don't wanna see it keep
going down below that. If it had, it would have stopped us out. Anything below there on a closing basis
would become an X. It didn't happen. So we're staying with the trade here. Notice it just kind of hanging
there for a couple of days. These are daily charts mind you. So you don't have to worry about a bunch of
intraday noise. Just focus on the big picture trends here, truly big trends.
Notice it comes down close and quite retraced to that a week later. And then you see it's just building a
base and getting ready to launch, the takeoff is coming. And you see, where do we need --what's our
first target? Can anybody tell me what would your first target be from eight and a half dollars? I told you
we're looking for a double and then a double on a double. So you can do the math, right? Two times
eight and a half. SP you got the fastest fingers, 17. Okay, Yoshi, you're close. It’s 17. So 17 is a double.
Now, where did it hit 17? It hit 17 you can see right about a month later right in here. Okay? And you say
well, gee, it's too bad you sold it there because the next day it gapped way up. And this is why selling
half at a double is such a powerful benefit. I've always believed whether trade stocks options or any
other instrument if I can double something, I wanna sell half of it because it gets you your risk capital
back in your pocket. It actually frees you up not just financially but emotionally and psychologically to
stick with it to the next target because you're going, hey, now it's a free trade, now I want to give it a
chance to keep going. If it keeps going, I'm happy I've got half left. If it drops back down, I'm happy I sold
half at the double. So it really frees you up in a lot of ways to give you a chance for the really bigger
game bigger opportunity here.
So to check it out. So you see what happens here it goes from 17, the next day what do we need on the
rest? 17 times two. We need 34. Look what opened. It opened about 37 and a half to $38. So that was
more than our 300% target. That was lucky in the sense that we exceeded that on the gap. If that
happens where we don't try to keep a few shares left or anything, we just say, look, let's go ahead and
take that windfall gap in our favor. Sometimes gaps happen against you but with this approach, I've seen
a lot more beneficial gaps for me than against me over time. So you're finding institutional favorites or
new favorites names that you might not even know. Just a quick question, how many of you had heard
of support.com before this latest move or if at all? Just curious or assuming you hadn't followed us at

BigTrends. Just give me a wire if you'd heard of SPRT support.com before, right? It's not a household
name.
And when you think about it, you and I, you're trained by the masses, by Wall Street, to focus on Apple,
Facebook, you know, Microsoft, McDonald's, Johnson and Johnson, Pfizer now. You know, you're
trained to follow these big institutional blue chips that everybody's talking about IBM, even. It’s a longtime kind of Deadwood name, but it's still getting talked about. You live in the Bay Area so you probably
hear about a lot of these others [inaudible 00:25:54] you heard about support.com beforehand, good
for you. But the point being, you're the only one who did. Everybody else said no. So the point being is
that these names that you've never heard of, and a lot of times when I get them on my scans, I haven't
heard of them or haven't really followed on that closely yet. But it's picking up the institutional buying
power, it's picking up something big is happening. Okay? Now, it did not always go. The beauty though,
is that when they do they're so powerful, and when they don't, you get some winners, some losers that
kind of wash out, and maybe give you a little bit of a net benefit, but it's these doubles, triples,
quadruples, where you're really going to get paid.
Think about what just-- if you think about 1000 bucks, if you had 1000 bucks to put into this, on a per
tray basis, let's say. Well, obviously, in this case, you could buy, you know, 100 shares will get you 150
bucks worth, right? So you get a little over 100 shares. Even if we did the math on 100 shares, you know,
the first 100, if you bought 100 shares, obviously the first half of that, you're gonna sell 50 of those 100
shares when it goes from eight and a half to 17. So that's like 850 divided by two, your first piece you
make like 425 bucks. But then when you make more than a quadruple on the next piece, think about
that. You still got your 425 bucks left your original investment, that's going up by more than a factor of
four. So that's talking about 425 has to be going up to at least 1700 at our 300% gain, this one went
beyond that. So you're talking about you know, making, you know, even on just 100 shares, it's like 1500
bucks, you know. So the beauty of this is that you're going you know, even a little more than that. Is that
you're going okay, so on 850 bucks, you're basically averaging a little more than a triple. Okay, you're
making a little over 1700 bucks, actually, in this example. So the beauty of this is that's not 100 shares.
It’s 850 bucks invested.
So the point being that whatever your numbers are, you can see how one trade can be dramatically
meaningful for you. And of course, if you're like, well, that's not meaningful to me, I trade $10,000 at a
time. Well, go run your math on the 10,000 then, you know, just make it relevant to you. And the great
thing is that I was telling even smaller accounts that are getting started is, that's fine to start small. The
beauty of this is it's so scalable. Even if we had a fully invested portfolio 4% per trade, that'd be 25
positions. Even if all those were 50 bucks a share, you could get started in this for as little as $1,250 of
investable capital. Maybe need a little more depending on your broker on how much you got to open an
account with maybe two or three grand to open an account at a lot of the online brokers these days.
But the point being that you don't have to commit a lot of capital to get it into play and start building the
habit of stock trading and stock investing success. That's what I encourage my subscribers that are new
to say, even if you say, hey, one or two shares at a time it's not gonna make me rich. The point is, is if
you build the habit of wealth, the habit of executing these trades both on when they work and when

they don't, and you start following along, then you can start building not only the money making side
but you can build your confidence so that as you build your portfolio you can continue to grow and scale
up with more cash and more capital going into these stock doublers names.
So a great example, this is Plug Power. P-L-U-G. This is last November. These names are going that's on
the second half of the year last year because of of course the Tesla phenomenon and the electric vehicle
push, you know. I was gonna say craze but it's not really a craze. It's a trend, right? California saying they
wanna go to all electric vehicles by a certain year in the future, right? And then so it's like okay, if that's
gonna happen in the next decade plus, then of course it's a trend. It's gonna happen. This is gonna be a
question of how we get there. You know, so we had Plug Power back from 18 and a half bucks. And you
see, it was just a slow, steady grind at first, roughly couple of months in the trade. And actually not even
two months here you can see from about early November to about Christmas, is where we got our first
target up at about 37. And this is an interesting one, because you saw what happened after we got our
first target. It came back down from 37 to 30 bucks. And I had some subscribers going, oh, man, I should
have sold the other half then I double my money. Now we're giving it back. What do I do now? And I say,
hold in there, because look at what's happening. We're nowhere near our 100% threshold line yet. It's
saying the trend is still bullish. You could see in classic technical analysis, even this was just a
retracement back from the prior breakout at 30; we had a double top at 30. We broke to almost 40. And
then 37, then we came back to 30. So that was still a bullish technical pattern. So a little patience
grasshopper is sometimes needed.
Once you can sell half at a double, I submit that it makes you incredibly patient to give it a chance on the
rest. Sometimes they come back down, we saw them out on the rest down, you know below a double.
And other times they go on to triple and quadruple in this case, look at our fastest one went from a
double to the quadruple, it took how many days? It took about six days for this move right here to
happen. It went from 30 to almost 74. And it was amazing to me, by the way, how much when we hit
our 300% target, just like how the 100% target was a great first stopping point. The 300% target was
really the final stopping point for Plug because while I tested it again, about a week and a half later, it
didn't crash down back into the 20s after that.
So I really think it's valuable when you say okay, sure some of those, like Taser could keep going on and
be a 10 bagger. But our data and our trading say, you know what, there's too many of these once we get
to 300% profit that come back down by the time you get your exit, that it's worth taking the money and
running. Because let's face it, it's not just about your absolute return. It's also about what could you do
with that money from mid-January when we exited 300% profit after nine weeks in the trade? You could
roll it into something else. So now you basically say, okay, we're not in the game of buy and hold in here.
We're in the game of saying okay, once we take that profit, let's roll it into a fresher better risk reward
situation and take advantage of it here.
So another example from the summer is ATossa Therapeutics. A-T-O-S. I'm sure a lot of you have heard
of Plug Power, but probably not too many have heard of A-T-O-S. Maybe a few of you have. I won't
waste our time here to say it. But you know, basically this was a key test point. This one came down in
here we said we wanna buy into this retest point right here. Stocks trading just above four bucks, we

bought it at 415. First day we're down to here. It's hanging around four bucks. And then look at what
happens. It begins a steady climb back up. What do we need 415? What do we need to take out for the
rest of the first half of the position? Two times that, right? So multiply 415 times two, $8.30. You can see
it's triggered right in here by 30 after 10 trading days. That's two weeks. Okay, so the beauty of this is
that you're not hanging around too long. You're basically saying okay, now you've gotten your risk
capital to trade. Sure, it trades to nine and a half, but then it starts coming back down. And when it
comes back down into the-- I think it came back down a little more before we started out somewhere
back here probably closer to five bucks. So the beauty of this is that even if it came back to break even, if
you sold half at a double and half of zero the second half of it nothing, no gain or loss. What have you
made? You've made 50% on that stock investment. Okay, for a lot of people, that's an option like return
obviously a double plus is very option like and you don't have the time risk. You basically just have the
opportunity cost of waiting and saying okay, is this gonna be a good trade to wait on and to ride?
So the beauty of this is that okay, so let's talk about an entry point here. Yoshi asked about talk to me
about entries and exits. So what's my entry point? When we cross 100% above and this is Super League
Gaming, SLGG. I needed to close above that first high, which was just over $6. Well, this one blew
through. You've heard about eSports, right? So eSports trend, it blew through six and went to nine.
Now, wthat was a confirmed bullish breakout but there was a problem. It was more than 200% above
the key moving average. And typically for me, 200 to 250% above that or beyond is too risky because
you may have to ride it back down before you get your next retest. If you bought it at nine, then when it
drops under five, you're kind of panicked, right? Instead of panicking, I said, let's wait and buy it when
we get close enough to this retests happening here. And so we bought it that day, March the 8th, we
paid $5.25 for it intraday and went to four and a half. But you know what? It went from five and a
quarter to 10 and a half, in a matter of 11 calendar days. You can see hitting 10 and a half right, there
turns out to be near the short term peak. But again, even if the other half went to zero, we'd still make
50% of the trade over a month or month and a half.
The beauty of this is that, okay, it's about risk reward. And we don't just chase any old breakout or any
big breakout, if it's too risky, will tell subscribers, hey, we'd like to stop, but we're gonna wait on it until
it comes back in and retest. So, and by the way, you can see all of our trades if you email
clientcare@bigtrends.com. So you can email clientcare@bigtrends.com. Chris and the team will get you
our full track record, you can study it in depth as you wish, looking back over these past few years.
So obviously, winning trades are great. But as Warren Buffett called compounding the eighth wonder of
the world, he should know he's compounded well dramatically over the decades. And that's what this
strategy is about too. It lets you take the compounding to a whole another level. Now, I don't know how
many of you play golf. I try to. I don't get out as much as I want because I'm so focused on the markets.
But you know, I like to get out there. I've got a buddy who likes to bet me. He likes to bet about 10 bucks
a hole. And I said, “What if we started at a penny on the first hole and we doubled it after 18 holes? I bet
that would be a lot higher impact.” He said, “That's a waste of time. Let's just play for 10 bucks a hole.”
Well, guess what? If you started a penny over 18 holes of golf, by the sixth hole you'd be at 32 cents, for
the sixth hole you'd be playing for. By the 12th hole, you've got six holes increments here, you'd be at
$20.48. By The 18th hole, what would you be at? You'd be at $1,310.72. A penny goes to $1,310 on the

18th hole. My buddy saw that and said, I don't think I wanna play for $1,300 on a hole. Let's stick with 10
bucks a hole. Okay, but I said I told you that the compound would be a lot more dramatic. Notice if you
were doing a dollar it doubled 18 times. The dollar turns into 131,000 on the 18th double.
Now, obviously we're not gonna get doubles every time in a row. There's gonna be give backs and you
have to kind of factor that in. But the power of starting from one and going up into the hundreds of
thousands is there for the taking if you know what you're looking for. There's gonna be risk, there's
gonna be losses. Don't get greedy. Don't get stupid. Don't put all your money into any one trade. But as
we said, don't put more than 4% in any one trade and let that compounding work for you over the
longer haul. Listen to Mr. Buffett eighth wonder of the world. Listen to me and say you know what? Just
give yourself a chance to start small and see how much this can grow your wealth over time.
So you know by now you're learning that these high momentum stock trades of course are very
powerful, potentially very quickly powerful. I haven't showed you the quickest ones. Let me show you
some of the quickest ones and how fast they can go when you're just getting on these rocket ships. So
look at SENSonix. S-E-N-S. Okay. Notice the pattern 100% above happened back here. The start of the
year, that was January 14. Okay, that's your key point right there. On the next day it gapped up and then
it closed back down at about a buck and a half, buck 55. We said; get in on the next bars open at the
market here. We don't want to miss this. It's not quite at my maximum threshold to have to wait on it
yet. So we said, okay, let's buy it. We bought it the next morning at a buck 60 per share. So again, you
know if you're putting in, say 1000 bucks a trade, that's gonna get you more than 600 shares. I don't
care about how many shares we got. I care about speed of movement; can we get our double, triple,
quadruple? So you see from a buck 60, that same day, it went to three bucks. What do we need? We
need 320. The next morning it gapped up in here at 330. So a little more than 100% on the first half, we
made 106% that next trading day. So we're in one morning out the next morning, for 106% gain on half
our position. From 330, you see it went intraday at about high threes, and then came back down to low
twos in a matter of a couple more sessions.
So when you're dealing with those lower dollar stocks, you have to be prepared that there's gonna be
some potential for volatility for them to swing around. That's why I was telling my subscribers look; once
we get in, once you know that your enterprise is a buck 60, you should say sell half of my position at 320
or higher. So that way, that's a good till cancelled orders just sitting out there. If it gets tagged, you know
that you can take half your money to double plus and be happy to have booked it.
Another one that was nice and quick back in the start a June here was SemiLEDS Corp. Okay? We're
talking about tech name here. And you see that this one was a little higher price. It was 12 and a half
bucks a share. So even if you were saying 1000 bucks, you can't even get 100 shares, you're getting 80
shares, that's fine. Because 80 shares at 12 and a half bucks, when it doubles at 25, will still take your
1000 up to 2000, you will still be sitting on 100% profit after just three days. You can see by the way on
this one that we were kind of waiting on it, or it wasn't getting going here in this first one here. So you
say okay, pass on that first one when it gets back underneath there. We get another setup point
happening here. It's just not quite clearing, that's a pass again, so we had two pass hard passes here,

right? But then you see this third time's the charm in this case, there's the setup. There's the breakout
and there's us jumping in that next morning. But eliminate 12 and a half.
Usually, we'll put a market order and we said we'd like it to retrace back towards this 12 area, let's go
with 12 and a half. And so then it got intraday at about 30. And then you can see it started to come back
off into the high teens. So once you sold half of that double at 25, three days later you're saying, thank
you very much Mr. Market. Thank you LEDS. I'll take that and I will put that half of my position in that
risk capital back in my pocket in my portfolio in cash and looked for that to keep going on the rest.
Now, this is another one that happened last fall that you know, when electric vehicles were hot. I've
never heard of this name. SOLO. I'm thinking Han Solo here. Like you know what are we looking at here?
Electromechanical vehicles obviously you get like a foreign Evie electric vehicle play here, SOLO’s
assembled. We got the signal you can see when this thing starts to heat up right here. And then it blows
through there the next day, from under five to over six, intraday trades at seven, closes back around six.
We are below that 200% above the key moving average and we suck. As long as we can get in there at a
reasonable price here in the low sixes, we feel good about it. So intraday we bought it off the open there
at about six and a quarter. So we needed to go to about 12 and a half. And you can see that first day
we're down from six and a quarter down, intraday to five bucks. So you got to be able to say okay, look,
just give it the chance to do its thing. Don't panic; don't put a first stop in 10% below the price you
bought or something. That's gonna get you whipsawed on some really big winners and you don't want
that. You want to say look, wait until we give you the instruction to sell it, whether it's at a gain or a loss.
So in this case, you see from six and a quarter it needs 12 and a half. That's it, right? That's for short
term high up here. I said, take that money and run. 12 and a half you're up 100%. So 100% gain right
there turns out to be right at that peak. Okay. 100%. Now you see then it comes back down and the
other half I think was sold back around where we got in. So that happens sometimes.
Another one that happened the very next trading day APVO. Aptevo Pharmaceuticals. Had never heard
of it but boy look how strong this launch was for November 4th setup point crossing that 100% above
the key moving average. There's the confirmation the next bar, so we're saying we've got to get in that
next bar is open. We bought it at about 21 bucks. Intraday it went to 28, came back down close about
24, we're up heading into a Friday close something like maybe 15% on the position. And then after
hours, they announced some good news. And it's up to 50. After hours that Friday night, but then
coming into Monday morning trading its open right here around 50. We made more than a double on
that first half. We made 142% that next Monday morning, the next trading day. So the beauty of this is
that okay, when that happens, you see it's like 500% above averages, you got to be taking something off
the table when you get a double plus, and then we take half and then try to keep riding that big stock
doublers move.
So the catalyst for me is that daily close confirming, so once we get the first cross point into that orbit,
we don't just buy there blindly. We say it's got to actually close above that first key high to tell me that
that's our “trigger level” that we should now pull the trigger to get into the trade. We send out these
instructions at 6pm Wall Street time Eastern Time here for you to take action on it the open the next
morning. So it's really clear cut. And I've got a brand new trade waiting for my stock doubler subscribers

at 6pm tonight. So here in 42 minutes that will go out to my stock doublers list, you can take advantage
of that here in a few. I will tell you how to do that.
But we wanna get out too if we get a violation out of that orbit, if we come back under that trigger point
100% threshold, and then it violates that low on that bar. It's not just any little drift down below there.
But it's actually when it keeps on going down, that tells me that that test point is being violated. So
these BigTrends are truly your best friend and stock trading and stock investing, proactive investing.
Being selective is really what it's about. You don't wanna trade any old stock. Like I said, that's kind of
just the average Joe or average Jane's approach is just saying, well, I read some good things about this
stock; it's slowly going up, I think it'll eventually get catch on. That's not what you want. You want to
know where the institutional money is roaring in not just trickling in, but pouring in, so that you can be a
part of that massive money flow. Because let's face it, institutions are just like you and me, they want
more of a good thing, less of a bad time. The difference in the advantage you and I have against
institutions is we can get in and get out on a moment's notice. And institution takes a while to build their
exposure in or a while to have to get out if it's a bigger name player with a big 10s of millions of shares
position, okay? They're not gonna be able to get out all at once, or they'll splash all the water out of the
pool and crush the price. So they're gonna gradually work their way and gradually work their way out.
That's I believe why these trends exist.
Here's the most important thing out of all this. If you're confused, because you've never heard of this
indicator before, because let's face it, nobody else is doing this. Something I developed years ago and
just made public to my BigTrends community here in the past year. You don't have to figure this out on
your own; we're here to help you. So you can tune in each day to say, okay, we'll give you weekly video
updates to train you on seeing on my positions. When it's time for a trailer, we'll send it out at 6pm. So
you don't have to worry about missing something intraday, you're gonna be able to place that order that
night or the next morning before the market opens, you got plenty of time. Time is on your side with
this strategy. You don't have to--and you can enjoy your life during the trading day. Whether you play
golf, take a trip, whatever, you just check at 6pm see if we had a new trade, and you're ready to go for
the next morning.
So but so the beauty of this is, I actually take a step back and basically imagine with me for a moment,
how would your life change if you now suddenly had access to trades that could double your money,
even quadruple your money over days or weeks? What would you do with that newfound power? What
would be a valuable use of those new resources that you have at your disposal to find those winners, to
cash those in, to have that cash growing your account? Please type in your chat box what would be
important to you? I've had people that said, I'd like to take a trip. Now that we're hopefully coming out
of the pandemic or in the tail end of a get ready to take a trip, a meaningful one. Trip around the world,
a trip overseas. Some people say, I'd like to, you know pay off debt. I'd like to fuel my retirement and
keep turbocharging it to have a better and better retirement. Buy a toy, buy a nice car or buy something
for your loved one. What have you.

Bottom line is I love to know, just knowing the security that I have with that extra money in my account
is a huge benefit. That's a great point. I'm not gonna name names, but I agree there's a security, there's
a confidence that comes and it's not a false bravado confidence. It's a deep bedrock kind of confidence
that you get when you know, you can generate positive returns over time with a strategy that's been
proven to work in all kinds of different markets.
If you look at doing that trip around the world, 250,000 bucks on the region seven for two of us, well
worth it, though. Okay. But obviously, you got to have that capital to be able to enjoy that trip of a
lifetime, right? So it's exactly what we're talking about here. Thank you for sharing that. Because it really
is about yes, just keep compounding my money, right? When you see the power of wealth
compounding, you're like, why would I spend money on stuff when I can let it keep growing and growing
and growing, and far exceed the rate of inflation, far exceed the stock market return and see the value
of the fruits of my labor. I actually start to really have your money working hard for you just like you've
worked hard for your money, right? It's really a great feeling when you have that money working as hard
or harder for you. And you're just not feeling you have to keep grinding in here. So get rid of debt, pay
kiddos University too right there now, restore some retirement funds after a messy divorce. That's a
bunch of stuff right there, right? That's a bunch of peace of mind that you're paying for when you pay
that off, when you pay the college costs off, when you pay the divorce costs off. Whoo! I can breathe
again after that, right? That's a lot. So blessings to you on that. And we're here to help. I mean, that's
the thing is that you know, and it's not gonna be instantaneous, it's gonna take some time.
So what I remind people about is, don't get greedy, don't over commit your capital, follow the steady set
it and forget kind of capital allocation that we teach. And you're gonna get a lot of training with the
stock doublers recommendations here. So I'm gonna get into that in just a minute. But basically, you
know, the whole point of this is that we said the huge growth potential, obviously everybody wants, but
it’s the increased confidence, the consistency that you know what to do on the way in, and if it's not
working, how to get the heck out and move on. Most importantly, more time spent doing what you love
with those you love. Okay?
And in case you missed it, let's give you a reminder on this performance potential if you came in late.
We were saying, look, if you started with a 10 grand account, never put more than 4% of the account
into each new trade recommendations. Before commissions, which of course commissions are zero for
stocks now, a $10,000 account grew to 95,000 and change. So it'd be over 85 grand in profits, going back
to the beginning of 2019. So that includes the pandemic drop, which our portfolio for stock doublers
benefited during the pandemic dropped from even one big win on a vaccine, I think we had another big
vaccine name. We had Inova then we had Novavax coming right out of that pandemic low. So really
powerful stuff. And then of course, what's happened since in 2021, to date.
So the beauty of this is that when you look at this, you say okay, and it's about proving it to yourself,
right? So that's why I say you know, if you need some more time to build the belief that this can work,
obviously, we can give you the full track record, but you're not gonna truly convert to 100% believer
until you start seeing how powerful they are for yourself. So that's why I wanna make it attractive for

you to benefit from this, with a great way to get you started which more than that, it's coming up in just
a couple of slides here.
So the point being that, obviously, there's a right way and a wrong way to invest. And I believe that's
what I put the right way and going the wrong way and read, we wanna get the wrong way off the table
here. Okay? Just say, look, it's about allowing you to take your control back, control your time, and
control your focus on the best of the best. Stop looking at 1000 or 100 different names and look at the
top few on an ongoing basis. Like I said, we can't hold more than 25 positions at once. So you're gonna
get focused in your portfolio on the best of the best names in our view, knowing that some of those will
go and some of those won't, and it's about letting that play out. Let that edge play out over time. This is
about taking a more proactive approach that can give you better results without you having to spend a
lot of excess time. When we call it a trade like the one that's coming out at 6pm here and just over 30
minutes. That's brand new trade for you to buy at the market tomorrow morning right off the open,
saying you know you need to go ahead and take advantage of that and put 4% of your capital into that
trade based on our recommendations. If you choose to do more or less, that's up to you. But that's how
we set ours up and it's worked really well over time. You don't want any guesswork, you don't want to
wonder if we're gonna only talk about the good trades. We talk about all trades, we never leave you
hanging.
So if you missed the support.com example, there's a great example where we bought it right into short
term peak, it was even tested a few days later right at the keys low. We said, hang in there, we're still
holding it and never broke that low, you can see and then it took off. First target at a double headed 17,
final target over 300%, 351%. It turned out hit up there in the high 30s. Intraday, it went to 60 bucks,
guess where it is now? It's back near 20 bucks. Okay? So the beauty of this is that taking that money and
running when we get to that final target is a good move.
Now, I wanna do a quick Q&A, Question and Answer session here. And I wanna bring in Chris Sayre. He's
my lead consultant. Many of you already know, Chris, he's been with BigTrends now 10 years this
month, hard to believe. Time really flies when you're having fun. Chris has done such a great job
bringing on new subscribers as well as helping folks add strategies like this to their existing mix of trade
recommendation services I get from BigTrends. I'm gonna have Chris share with you this special that I've
just approved to allow you to take advantage of--I call it a learn while you earn offer. You get the trades,
you get great value, but also you get a ton of educational bonuses when you act quickly. So Chris is
gonna walk you through that. I'll come back in to answer a few questions as well here in just a bit.
Thanks for being with us, Chris.
Chris: Hey, Price. Thank you for the opportunity. Good afternoon, everyone. This is Chris Sayre. If you
have not been following closely, we are talking about Price Headley stock doublers trading research, but
stick around because a lot of questions today. I love how interactive you all were. A lot of questions
about, does he get me in? Does he get me out? Is he gonna teach me things like that? Stay with me? The
answer is yes. But stay with me. And I'll show you how you will learn and earn at the same time.

Price shared this slide with you. So let's break it down one more time. $10,000 account, allocating no
more than 4% of that account balance to any trade alert has grown to $95,453. That's $85,453 in profit
since it launched in 2019. These stocks are priced at $50 a share or less. So if you're just you know
getting started, or maybe you're a little worried, trade one share,paper trade it. But don't sit and keep
watching and hoping something's going to change.
So stock doublers. I mentioned a lot of people asking about settings and rules and things like that. Well,
we have what we call the Settings and Rule Sheet. For$197 value you get access to that, with today's
featured offer. Going deeper on the learning side, unlimited access to Prices Stock Trading Boot Camp.
I'll show you what that looks like here in just a few moments. But on limited access to Stock Trading
Boot Camp, that's a $297 value. Price does and he touched on this. He does a weekly video update
where he reviews all the trades that he calls out. He'll tell you why we got in, why we got out, why we're
still holding trades every week in his weekly video updates. Those are on Mondays at 6pm Eastern Time
access to those $497 value.
Trade alerts. That's what people were asking about. So the first three components that I shared there
with you, educational opportunity for you. Now, we're talking about the trade alerts 12 months of
access to stock doublers $3,997 value, total value of the package $4,988. $4,988 and you've seen the
potential of stock doublers over the last several years.
Now, stay with us because Price is in a wonderful mood. And as he told you all, he's given me permission
to share this featured offer with you all. He's including 12 months of bonus access. So 12 more months
of trade alerts to his stock doublers alert service. So we're talking two years, two years, that's another
$3,997 value, total value of today's featured offe, $8,985. Price had you all reflect and share, if you start
making some money, what would you do with it? I've heard, pay off debt, pay for kids college, you know
invest, keep compound in my account someone had. And that's the idea of stock doublers, you keep
compounding but again, no more than 4% of the portfolio ever allocated to a single trade. So total value
of today's featured offer $8,985. Again, at $85,453 in profit since January of 2019 through today, total
package value as I was just sharing with you $8,985. Today featured offer $997.$997.
Look, folks 24 months of access to the Settings and Rule Sheets, unlimited access to Price’s Stock
Trading Boot Camp, 24 months of access to Price’s weekly video updates. Remember that's where he
reviews why we get in, why we get out, why are we still holding. And 24 months of access to stock
doublers, trade alerts, total package value $8,985 yours today for $997. You go to that link at the
bottom of my page there. Members.bigtrends.com/sdo24. I have a slide for you so you can see that. I'm
gonna put that in your chat boxes for you. So it's members.bigtrends.com/sdo24. Two years of trade
alerts, two years of access to the Settings and Rule Sheets, two years of access to Price’s weekly video
update and unlimited access to his Stock Trading Boot Camp.

